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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the flight electronics and ground support

hardware fabricated by The Aerospace Crporation for the long Duration

Exposure Facility (LDEF) experiment to be flown on Space Shuttle. The report

will serve as the test plan for the hardware flight qualification test at the

component and subsystem levels. Enough detail is provided so that a competent,

though unfamiliar, experimenter can follow the operation of the experiment

during the ground support and flight test phases. This report incorporates

material from the Experiment Power and Data System (EPDS) users manual (Ref.

1), the LDEF handbook (Ref. 2), and other documents listed in the Reference

section to detail the overall experiment without the need for constant

referral to the subsystem references.

1.1 MISSION

The data recording network for the LDEF project is designed to

collect data from various materials being exposed to the low orbit space

environment and to store these data on magnetic tape for future retrieval.

Data from the experiments are scanned once every 3.49 min for 32 consecutive

scans. This burst cycle is repeated every 93.16 hr throughout the mission.

The data recording network is programmed to turn itself off 367 days after

startup.

1.2 ELECTRICAL CMPONENTS

The recording network consists of duplicate electronic packages for

the leading and trailing edge trays. Each data recording package consists of

an EPDS supplied by NASA, an Aerospace-designed signal conditioning unit

(SW), ground support equipment (GSE), batteries for power, and numerous

transducers attached to the experimental materials.

1.2.1 Experiment Power and Data System

The EPDS consists of a data processor controller assembly (DPCA), a

magnetic tape memory system (MM), and a primary battery power source. The

DPCA is hard-wire programmable to accommodate a variety of data collection
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needs. The system operates from primary batteries. Designs have been

selected to minimize power requirements. Data from the experiment are a mix

of high-level analog, low-level analog, and parallel digital signals. The MTM

provides storage for about 14 megabits of data.

1.2.2 Transducers and the Signal Conditioning Unit

The transducers (supplied by Aerospace) consist of strain gauges,

thermistors, and solar cell power monitor circuits. Data are also obtained

from a Boeing fiber optics experiment and Berkeley Controls quartz crystal

monitor (QQ). The SCU applies power to the experiments and conditions these

data to be compatible with EPDS. In addition, the SCU provides the warm-up

and shut-down timing for the experiments.

1.2.3 Ground Support Equipment

The NASA-furnished GSE consists of a Kennedy tape transport to

generate a computer compatible tape (CCT), a magnetic tape memory reproducer

to manually control the MTM, and a data display box (DDB) to monitor the DPCA

data activity. Aerospace is providing the simulated loads, the external power

supply for the SCU, the pulse command sequencer to initiate the scanning

cycles, and the microcomputer hardware and software to read and transcribe the

CCT.

10



2. DETAILS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

2.1 EXPERIMENT POWER AND DATA SYSTEM

2.1.1 Magnetic Tape Memory

Normally, EPDS collects, digitizes (if necessary), and stores the

experimental data in its buffer memory. At programmed times, the buffer

memory is transferred to magnetic tape. The tape recorder is a two track,

direct record, hermetically sealed recorder. The recorder starts on track I

and records serially until the end of the tape is sensed. Internal recorder

logic automatically stops the tape, switches to track 2, and reverses the

direction of the tape so the recording continues on track 2. During this

transfer, from one to three 4K (4096-bit) buffer memory dumps are lost. The

recording on track 2 continues until the recorder circuitry senses the begin-

ning of the tape, at which time the recorder stops and accepts no further

data.

The recorder tape moves at 2 in./sec and records data at a rate of

4K bits/sec. Since each start-stop cycle requires about 1 in. of tape, each

4K memory dump uses 3 in. of tape. The magnetic tape length is 450 ft, about

1800 dumps per track, or 7 x 106 bits/track of storage for a single buffer

memory dump per record cycle. The total possible run time for our recorder is

approximately 435 days, which is more than the 367-day limit set by the data

processor controller assembly (DPCA) electronic counter.

The tape recorder has record electronics only. Normal recovery of

recorded data requires the use of the ground support equipment (GSE) data

display box, an 14TM controller, and the transcription of the data onto a

computer compatible tape (the recorder tape is not removable).

Two techniques for detecting the end of a data block are: (1) use

of a unique order of bits that would not be found in the data pattern and (2)

counting the number of clock pulses for each data block and gating off data

when the required number is reached. Our software uses only the first method

with the unique 24-bit sync signal that starts each data set. In addition,

the decoding software senses the beginning of tape and end of tape marks.
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On initial flight MTMs tested, errors occurred in leading bits (up

to 20) of each reproduced memory dump sequence. Appropriate changes have been

made to the 4K buffer board to provide precursor leading zeros to the MTM at

the start of each memory dump sequence. This change will ensure there are no

leading bit errors. The use of the MTM tape capacity is not affected, because

the precursor bits occur in a time period allotted for the MTh to come up to

speed. The software has provisions for ignoring these leading zeros in the

reproduced data.

2.1.2 Data Processor Controller Assembly

The DPCA provides the EPDS signal interface to the signal condition-

ing unit (SCU), all the EPDS timing and controls, and control of the MTM (Fig.

2-1). The general programming questionnaire (Tables 2-1 and 2-2) summarizes

the programmig for both the leading and trailing edge EPDS units. A brief

explanation of these features follows.

2.1.2.1 Analog Inputs

The DPCA accepts both high-level (*5 V differential) and low-level

(*10 mV differential) analog inputs. In this mission, all 64 available analog

channels are used. Fifty-seven channels are high level, and seven channels

are low level. All signals share a common differential multiplexer. The sum

of the common-mode voltage plus the peak-input signal cannot exceed *5.5 V.

All analog inputs are bipolar relative to the signal ground, have a differ-

ential impedance greater than 5 megohms, and have fixed gains. The measure-

ment resolution is equivalent to 1 in 1024 (10 bits). This 10-bit resolution

is the same for all inputs and sets the EPDS word size to 10 bits for all

words.

2.1.2.2 Digital Inputs

The DPCA will accept up to a maximum of 24 parallel discrete digital

inputs. However, our word size of 10 bits fixes the maximum number of usable

digital inputs at 20, or 2 words. The four remaining bits are not used, al-

though they remain initialized throughout the mission. All inputs are com-

patible with the EPDS 7.5-V battery powered complementary metal oxide

12
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Table 2-1. M0003 SD-802 Spacecraft Material
Leading Edge Unit

EPDS Programming Questionnaire

El - 8807 hours or 9450 counts (0.932 hr/count)

E2 - 8807 hours or 9450 counts (0.932 hr/count)

E3 - 3.49 minutes or 4 counts (52.4 sec/count)

E4 - 174.7 minutes or 200 counts (52.4 sec/count)

CON1 - Logic "0"

Number of Data Scans/Enable 5 .

Will the DEC Input be:

(a) Hard-wired to Logic "1" or

(b) Will it be driven by Experiment Logic? Yes

Number of Bits/Word - 10. (resolution)

Does the experiment require a start-up delay at the beginning of each scan?

Yes How many seconds? 20

How nany words of sync code? 3

Desired sync code 1111 1010 1111 0011 0010 0000 (in binary, 24 bits maximum)

How many words of time code? 3

How many words of serial digital data? 0

How many words of low-level analog data? 7

How many words of high-level analog data? 57

How nany words of parallel digital data (or post sync)? 2

Desired post sync code - NONE (in binary, 24 bits maximum)

Wiat is the number of bits/scan? 720 (4096 bits maximum)

What is the number of data scans to be loaded into the buffer memory? 5

(data scans/dump)

How many times will the contents of the buffer memory be written in a single

block on tape? 1 (memory dumps)

Data Scan Sequence: SYNC, time, parallel digital, low-level analog, and high-

level analog data.

14
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Table 2-2. M0003 SD - 802 Spacecraft Material
Trailing Edge Unit

EPDS Programming Questionnaire

El - 8807 hours or 9450 counts (0.932 hr/count)

E2 - 8807 hours or 9450 counts (0.932 hr/count)

E3 - 3.49 ninutes or 4 counts (52.4 sec/count)

E4 - 174.7 minutes or 200 counts f52.4 sec/count)

CON1 - Logic "0"

Number of Data Scans/Enable - 5

Will the DEC Input be:

(a)Hard-wired to Logic "1" or

(b)Will it be driven by Experiment Logic? Yes

Number of Bits/Word 1 10. (resolution)

Does the experimient require a start-up delay at the beginning of each scan?

Yes How many seconds? 20

How many words of sync code? 3

Desired sync code - 0000 0101 0000 1100 1101 1111 (in binary, 24 bits maximum)

How many words of tine code? 3

How many words of serial digital data? 0

How many words of low-level analog data? 7

How many words of high-level analog data? 57

How many words of parallel digital data (or post sync)? 1

Desired post sync code - None (in binary, 24 bits maxivium)

What is the number of bits/scan? 720 (4096 bits maximum)

What is the number of data scans to be loaded into the buffer memory? 5

(data scans/dump)

How many times will the contents of the buffer memory be written in a single

block on tape? 1 (memory dumps)

Data Scan Sequence: SYNC, time, parallel digital, low level analog, and high-

level analog data.
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semiconductor (CMOS) (I. e., VDD = 7.5 V, VGG ground). Since there are no

serial digital data generated by the experiment, the DPCA is programmed to

reject all serial digital data.

2.1.2.3 Synchronization Pattern (SYNC)

The DPCA provides a synchronization pattern with each data scan to

assist in data recognition. The pattern and number of bits are programmed

into the DPCA as three words. Only the first 24 bits of these words are

programmable. The patterns for the leading edge and trailing edge DPCAs are

listed in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. Leading zeros (up to 20) precede the synchron-

ization pattern for each reproduced memory dump sequence. No postsynchroniza-

tion code is used for these units.

2.1.2.4 Time

The DPCA has a 24-bit, binary counter driven by a precision

oscillator that sets time relative to the "initiate" signal sent by the

Shuttle prior to LDEF deployment. The oscillator and counter are continuously

powered. The rate at which the counter is incremented is approximately 0.61

Hz (1.28 x 106 + 221). A period of 318.15 days (the capacity of the 24-bit

counter) passes before the counter recycles. The entire contents of the

counter requires three words (30 bits) and follows the synchronization code in

the data block. The timing accuracy is expected to be *40 parts per million,

when all effects of temperature and aging are considered.

2.1.2.5 Data Scan

A data scan is one sampling of all measurements. EPDS is hard-wire

programmed to provide five consecutive data scans during a data enable period.

Multiple, consecutive data scans offer a means of statistically reducing noise

errors if the data do not change during the sampling interval. The order of

data in a scan is SYNC, time, parallel digital data, low-level analog data,

and high-level analog data. The low-level data must precede the high-level,

and at least one analog measurement must be low level. Through hard-wire

programming by NASA, the experimenter determines the data scanned and the

number of words in each type of data. It is not necessary to scan all types

of data.

16
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2.1.2.6 Buffer Memory

The EPDS provides a 4K bit static CMOS random access memory (RAM) to

accumulate data and provide more efficient use of the magnetic tape. On the

basis of the number of bits in a data scan, the experimenter determines how

many complete data scans can be stored in 4K bits. This number is hard-wire

programmed into the buffer memory circuitry by NASA. When the memory has

stored this number of data scans, a memory readout cycle is initiated and the

entire 4K bits are recorded o magnetic tape. Since the total number of data

bits is less than 4K, undefined filler bits will be found on the magnetic

tape. Our number of data scans between memory dumps does not permit the

memory capacity to be exceeded. For these units, we have a total of 72 words

per scan (3 synchronization + 3 timing + 64 analog + 2 parallel digital words

- 72 words) and have five data scans per memory dump without overwriting the

Nmemory (72 words/scan x 10 bits/word x 5 scans/dump - 3600 bits per dump).

After the memory dump sequence has been initiated, all data inputs are ignored

until the readout dump cycle is complete. We have chosen to read the buffer

memory onto the magnetic tape only once during a single dump cycle.

2.1.2.7 Voltage Reference

During a scan cycle, EPDS provides two stable reference voltages

(nominally *5.0 V) from the internal analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.

Circuit current loading by the experimenter is less than I mA.

2.1.2.8 Initiate Circuit

Prior to LDEF deployment, the Shuttle sends an electrical "initiate"

or "set" signal to LDEF (through an umbilical), which effectively permits the

application of primary power to the electrically operating experiments. After

LDEF retrieval and reconnection of the umbilical, the Shuttle sends a "reset"

signal, which removes power from experiments for the return to earth. To ac-

commodate these signals, a magnetic latching relay is located within EPDS.

The previously unused relay contacts are used to make connections to the ex-

periment batteries. Connections to these experimenter contacts are on con-

nector P752. Another set of contacts is reserved for a function monitor cir-

cuit in the LDEF data system that records contact closure within the

17



experiment. Pins G and H of the connector are reserved for an LDEF continuity

circuit used to ensure positive mating of the connector before flight. These

connections to LDEF are through connector P753.

In EPDS, one set of the initiate relay contacts is used to connect

the DPCA to the 7.5-V battery. When contacts are closed, 7.5 V are applied to

the DPCk and an "initial reset" (IRST) occurs, which forces all logic func-

tions and counters into a known state. All EPDS time measurements are rela-

tive to receipt of the "set" signal. The initiate relay results in all time

measurements being reset to zero.

2.1.2.9 Data Enable Lines

EPDS provides four 7.5-V CMOS compatible lines to the experimenter

to permit the experiment and EPDS to enter into a data collecting mode. The

lines are called decision enable (DEC ENA), decision (DEC), enable (EBL), and

decision disable (DEC DBL). At each data enable period, determined by the

program counters, EPDS provides a 20 to 30 msec wide DEC ENA pulse that

instructs the experiment to go into a data scan. The data-taking portion of

* EPDS is not powered up at this time. After a 20-sec warm-up period, the SCU

provides a level signal on DEC notifying EPDS that it is ready to provide

data. EPDS concurrently continues to sample the status of DEC every 51.2

msec. If a signal has not been provided by the experiment in 112 min, the

data-taking portion of EPDS will be automatically powered up and a normal data

scan initiated, thus completing the cycle. EPDS provides an EBL level signal

coincident with receiving the DEC pulse that starts the data scan. The EBL

level signal remains high until all data scans have been completed. On the

trailing edge of the EBL level signal, a 20 to 30 msec wide DEC DBL signal is

provided to the experiment to turn off the data recording system until the

next DEC ENA pulse.

2.1.2.10 Program Counters

EPDS provides four hard-wire programmable internal counters to

establish the data enable periods. These counters have a four-decade capacity

and are driven from a precision oscillator. The counters are preset to the

programmed count at the initialization of the EPDS and count down to zero.

18



The counters are identified as El through E4. Counters El and E2 are one-time

event counters, are decremented at a nominal rate of once per 0.932 hr

(232 + 1.28 x 106 Hz) and are usable over a count of 3 to 9999 (counts of 0

through 2 are not usable). E3 and E4 are cyclic counters decremented at a

nominal rate of once every 52.4 sec (226 + 1.28 x 106 Hz) with a usable range

of 3 to 9999. On reaching a zero count, E3 or E4 is automatically preset to

the programmed count and the cycle is continuously repeated.

Modification No. I to the EPDS permits these units to take 32

equally spaced DEC ENA signals at programmed intervals. The 32 DEC ENA

signals are spaced at 3.49-min (E3 ) intervals and provide equal sampling over

a span of 111.8 min (slightly longer than the LDEF orbital period). These 32

data scans are then repeated at 93.16 hr (E4 x 32) intervals (Fig. 2-2).

The control line (CON1) in the EPDS Is hard-wired low, and this mode

predetermines when the first data scan starts and when all further EBL pulses

are inhibited. In this mode, the cyclic counter E3 controls the DEC ENA

pulse, if events El (367 days) and E2 (367 days) have not occurred. When

event E2 occurs, all further DEC ENA pulses are inhibited. Since in this mode

El and E2 are equal, counter El cannot transfer control of the DEC ERA pulses

to the cyclic counter E4, as it would if El were less than E2. 4OS signal

pulses (7.5 V) are provided from EPDS on the leading edge of the El and E2

events to facilitate experiment control. This modification No. 1 is designed

to initiate a burst of 32 data scans immediately after EPDS initialization by

LDEF and on the falling edge of every thirty-second E4 pulse that follows.

The elapsed time from initialization to the first DEC ENA is 3-1/2 counts

(E3), or 3.06 min. The full E3 count (3.49 min) is the time period between

data scans within a burst. The options available with these counters are

described in Ref. 1.

2.1.2.11 Programmed Inputs

All digital inputs to EPDS are wired to either a logic 1 or 0 (+7.5

V or ground), even though the inputs might not be used by the experiment.
This requirement is applicable to parallel and serial digital data, program-

ming connectors on the DPCA printed circuit cards, word counter flip-flops,

19



- EPDS INITIALIZATION LDE RETRIEVAL

WITH CON1=O MODIFICATION 1

IRSTIL

El (8807 hr.)

FL-

OUTPU TO E4 (93.2 hr.)

* CONTROLLERbf I SCANNN
SSTOP S

BURST OF 32 PULSES WITH PERIOD EQUAL TO E3 (3.49)

II (111.8 min.)

3.06 min. -. ~-EACH PULSE PERIOD E3 (3.49 min.)

Fig. 2-2. Program Couinters Commands
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and certain externally programmed inputs such as CONI, CON2, and CT. All

unused analog inputs are connected to analog ground. Unconnected (floating)

inputs on CMOS circuit devices tend to put the device in a linear conduction

region, causing excessive and damaging electrical stresses and heating to the

CMOS devices.

2.2 BATTERIES

The batteries for EPDS and the experiment are of the lithium/sulfur

dioxide (Li/SO2 ) type. For EPDS a nominal 7.5-V battery (6.0 to 9.0 V) pro-

vides power for the data processor controller electronics, and a nominal 12-V

(10.5 to 15 V) battery provides power for the EPDS magnetic tape module. Two

additional 12-V batteries power the experiments and the SCU. Regulators with-

in the SCU stabilize the actual voltages used as the battery voltage varies

over time.

Battery capacities are a function of temperature and discharge

rate. The curves in Fig. 2-3 illustrate the way in which the capacity of one

cell is affected by both the rate of discharge and the temperature. The 7.5-

and 12-V batteries have internal paralleling of four and two cells, respec-

tively. The point at which cell voltage drops to 2.0 V (Fig. 2-4) determines

the cell capacity for a steady-state discharge at constant temperature. For

the NASA safety factor, it is assumed that the battery system does not exceed

75% of its rated capacity during the combined requirements of testing and

experiment lifetime. Using NASA criteria, the safety limit is calculated to

be 12 A hr. The calculations of Table 2-3 estimate that only 6.67 and 2.32 A

hr will be required for a 400-day mission from experiment batteries No. I and

2. If the EPDS power-down signal fails, the power estimates increase to 10.75

and 4.64 A hr. All estimates are within NASA safety limits.

A phenomenon associated with the lithium battery is that of low ini-

tial voltage after storage or very light duty. Battery voltage will drop to a

relatively low level and then recover. The available turn-on voltage is af-

fected by the operating and storage temperatures, past and present battery

loading, and the overall duty cycle. Ground test personnel must be aware of

this phenomenon during qualification tests and checkouts, especially If the
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Table 2-3. Estimates of Battery Ampere Hours
Used During Misiona

Battery No. 1, +12 V

State Currentb On Time A hr

Standby 270 A 9600 hr 2.59

Power-up 220 mA 18.55 hr 4.08

Power-down 33 mA 9.027 hr 0.00

Total 6.67

Battery No. 2, -12 V

State Currentc On Time A hr

Standby 0 0

Power-upd  125 mA 18.55 hr 2.32

Power-down 0 0

Total 2.32

aEstimates are for a 400-day mission.
bTest Voltage - +13.139 V
CTest Voltage - -13.34 V
dlf the EPDS power-down signal fails to shut down the SCU and experiments, an

internal SCU timer will take over the power-down timing, resulting in an
increase up to a factor of 2 of the total on time and power-up ampere-hours
for the mission.
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warm-up time 1 short or if the battery is operated after a long storage peri-

od. A deep discharge for a brief period will stabilize the battery voltage.

Refer to the EPDS manual battery section for further details before attempting

this discharge.

2.3 EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION

The signal conditioning system consists of transducers in the

experimental trays, batteries for powering the experiments, and a buffer

circuity for interfacing the signals from the transducers with EPDS. The

batteries are two 12-V Li/SO 2 units of the same type as described in Section

2.2 Details of the types of transducers used and of the SCU follow.

2,3.1 Transducers

The transducers supplied by Aerospace consist of strain gauges,

thermistors, and circuits used to monitor solar cell power. The 20 strain

gauges in each tray system are Micro-Measurements model ED-DY-125TQ-10C.

Their useful temperature range is from -100 to 350*F, and their strain level

range is approximately *2000 microstrains. The characteristic resistance for

these gauges is 1000 ohm *0.5%. Each strain gauge is connected in a simple

bridge circuit (Fig. 2-5a), in which the output difference is amplified by a

low-noise amplifier (Harris 2730-8). The gain of these amplifiers is set such

that a 1-microstrain signal will result in a 1-mV output from the amplifiers

to EPDS high-level analog inputs. All 20 of these amplifiers are located

within the SCU enclosure. The temperature drift of these amplifiers ranges

from -3 mV/*C to +7.5 mV/*C. Each 10 amplifiers share a common heat sink with

temperature monitored by thermistors (channels 43 and 44). The drift of each

amplifier over the operating temperature range was recorded during SCU

thermal-vacutm qualification tests. By compensating for these drifts in the

data reduction process, more accurate strain measurements are possible.

The solar cell power monitor circuit (Fig. 2-6) in the SCU measures

the voltage developed by the short-circuit current of the cell through a

0.05-ohm resistor. Normally, a flux level of 1 sun incident on one of these

cells generates a short circuit current of 160 mA and a corresponding voltage

of 8 mV. The voltage data are transmitted to EPDS as low-level analog signals

for storage.
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The transducers used to sense temperature are thermistors (Appendix

A). Three different Yellow Springs Instrument (YSI) thermistor models cover

the temperature ranges expected during this experiment. Model 44033 is used

for the low temperature circuit; model 44032, for the high temperatures; and

model 44031, for the wide range and composite sample temperatures (Fig. 2-7a

and 2-7b). The interchangeability among thermistors of the same model is

*O.1*C from 0 to +75*C. The operable temperature range is -55 to +70*C. The

time constant Is about I sec for heat sunk (Torr-sealed to the tray)

thermistors, and their dissipation constant is 8 mW/*C. The YSI thermistor

resistance versus temperature table is reprinted in Table 2-4. Pbr

convenience, the measured output voltage versus temperature for our circuits

Is reprinted in Tables 2-5 through 2-7b. It Is this voltage that is

transmitted to EPDS high-level analog inputs.

The data from the Berkeley Controls quartz crystal monitor (QCM) and

the Boeing fiber optics experiments are transmitted to EPDS as parallel digi-

tal data. Further details of these experiments are given in the documentation

supplied by Boeing and Berkeley Controls.

2.3.2 Signal Conditioning Unit

The SCU acts as the interface between the transducers and the EPDS

recording networks. All transducer signals are processed in the SCU before

they are transmitted to EPDS. The location and primary function of each of

the 10 input/output ports of the SCU is indicated in Fig. 2-8. The SCU on

command from EPDS powers up the experiments for the data scans and also powers

down the experiments after the data scan. The SCU enclosure houses the

electronics for the Berkeley Controls QCM, the monitoring circuits for the

thermistors, strain gauge amplifiers, solar cell power monitoring circuits,

and the interface voltage translation circuits for the parallel digital data.

The 20 translation circuits (Fig. 2-5b) ensure that the digital

logic of EPDS has the proper voltage for a true (high) bit even as the EPDS

battery voltage drops during the mission. If this translation were not used,

the SCU true voltage could either be less than the true threshold level of the

EPDS logic or greater than the damage threshold as the two battery supplies

(for SCU and EPDS) discharge.
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Table 2-4. YSI Thermistor Resistance vs. Temperature*
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Table 2-4. YSI Thermistor Resistance vs. Temperature (Continued)
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Sp1 P4 J8 J7

1 10
J 2 P 3-- - - 5 --

PI - Power Supply Inputs

J2 - EPDS/SCU Pulse Command Inputs

P3 - Solar Cells, Composites plus Low Range
Thermistor Inputs

P4 - High Range Thermistors, Parallel Boeing
Data Inputs

P5 - Wide Range Thermistors and Strain Gauge
Inputs

P6 - Strain Gauge Inputs

7 - Solar Cells, Composite and Low Range
Thermistor Outputs

38 - High Range Thermistors, Boeing and QCM
Parallel Digital Data Outputs

J9 - Strain Gauge Outputs

J10 - Wide Range Thermistor Outputs

Figure 2-8. Input/Output Ports of SCU
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The pulse command sequence between EPDS and the SWU is shown in Fig.

2-9. These commands interact with the SCU (Figs. 2-10 through 2-12) in the

following manner. Initial turn on of the data recording network begins just

after deployment of the LDEF satellite. In the SCW, power is applied to the

NOR gate of IC4 to activate the DEC ENA command signal detector and to power

the automatic shutdown timer, IC5. Only these two circuits in the SW remain

activated throughout the entire mission. The current drain from these com-

ponents is less than 300 UA. All other circuitry and transducers are slaved

to the EPDS data scan cycle. When the NOR gate (IC4) receives the DEC ENA

command from EPDS, the power relay KI is energized and the remaining SWU cir-

cuitry and the experiments are powered up. Two internal timers are started.

One is a 20-sec timer (ICi), which permits the electronics to come to a steady

state after turn on and before IC1 sends EPDS a buffered DEC command to start

the data scan, The other timer (IC2) shuts down the SWJ 40 sec after starting

if no shutdown command is received from EPDS. During the data reading pro-

cess, both the DEC ENA and the EBL signal lines are kept high to ensure that

IC, the command signal detector, does not accidently shut down the SCW during

the data reading process. After EPDS has finished the data scan, it commands

the SOJ, through its DEC DBL line, to shut down the SCU immediately. The SCU

then awaits the next DEC ENA command from EPDS.
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3. DETAILS OF GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The experiment power and data system (EPDS) ground support equipment

consists of a magnetic tape memory (MrM) controller, a data display box (DDB),

a computer-compatible tape recorder (CCT) with tapes, and interfacing cables.

In addition, the Aerospace ground support equipment (GSE) consists of a com-

mand sequencer, an experimental load simulator, and a channel selector probe.

These Aerospace units permit the checking out of the signal conditioning unit

independently of EPDS.

3.1 EXPERIMENT POWER AND DATA SYSTEM GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM

3.1.1 Data Display Box

The DDB is designed to aid the user in evaluation of the performance

of an EPDS operating in a particular application. To meet this objective, the

DDB provides the user with four support functions: (1) a monitor of data

processor controller assembly (DPCA) data activity, (2) an interface between

the flight tape recorder and CCT, (3) an auxiliary ac line-operated power dis-

tribution and control system, and (4) a numeric display and thermal printer

that can both display and record the DPCA data. The user can display or print

data in either octal or decimal format, display or print a single word within

a DPCA data scan, or sequentially display and print every word in a data

scan. The display monitors the same data signal that is presented to the 4K

buffer memory in the DPCA. Key timing signals from the DPCA are used to slave

the operation of the DDB to the DPCA. The printer lists data at less than 3

lines/sec, and, therefore, cannot list data in real time. The data display

can not read (list) data directly from the tape but only Indirectly through

the 4K buffer memory. The EPDS stores large volumes of data during ground and

flight operations, and a total analysis of all data will require transcription

of the MTM data onto a CCT for computer analysis.

3.1.1.1 DDB Front Panel

The four meters across the top of the DDB front panel (Fig. 3-1)

provide for measurement of the 7.5- and 12-V currents. Spring-loaded switches
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are provided below the 7.5-V current meters to provide a range of 1.5 or 150

mA. Current loops are provided in series with each of the current meters to

permit the monitoring of transient currents. The two lower meters monitor the

7.5- and 12-V supplies. A switch is provided below the 12-V current meter to

permit the monitoring of a 12-V supply that is used only for the MTM

controller. The ac input to each of the internal power supplies is fused.

The power switch applies ac power to the power supplies and the printer. The

three connectors on the lower right-hand side provide connections to the MTh

controller. The top connector (P2CCT INT/FACE) is the output of the CCT

circuitry and is to be connected to the computer-compatible tape recorder.

The middle connector (P3 POWER) is connected to the EPDS initiate connector

(P753) and the EPDS GSE power switching connector (P751). The lower connector

(PI DPCA) is connected to the EPDS DPCA connector (S703A) and to the MTM

controller. The five test-point jacks (TPI through TP5) provide oscilloscope

monitoring of the DPCA data, bit clock, word clock, and reset signals.

The OCTAL/DEC switch is used to place the digital display and

printed data in either octal or decimal format. The ALL DATA/SEL WORD switch

is used to determine whether the digital display and printer data are a single

selected word determined by the thumbwheel switches (WORD SEL) or all the

data. The LED TEST causes the digital display to display all 8s. The RESET

switch is used to ensure that, in the ALL DATA mode, the first word displayed

is word 1. The RESET switch (S2 on LD-DPCA-730) also ensures that no

transient has set the counter associated with word selection to an ambiguous

count. A good practice is to exercise the RESET switch prior to each printing

or displaying of ALL DATA. The DPCA/MANUAL switch placement indicates whether

the DPCA or the MTH controller issues controls to the MTM. The CONI switch

permits DDB control of the user program function CONI. The C switch permits

DDB control of the clock inputs to the El through E4 counters. In the HI

position, a 5-kHz clock is connected to all four E counters to functionally

exercise these counters in a reasonable time. User access to the El through

E4 pulses must be by an extender card and the oscillator-divider printed cir-

cuit card or at the DPQC plug S705 (one of the user plugs on the DPCA). The

ON/OFF switches, for the EPDS and for the 7.5 and 12 V experiments, switch
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the dc output of the appropriate power supply. The INT/EXT switch energizes a

relay (K2) on the mounting plate and permits EPDS operation on internal bat-

teries or the DDB external supplies. Disconnecting cables from the EPDS or

removal of ac power to the DDB will result in the EPDS reverting to internal

batteries. Power must be applied to K2 to maintain the external position.

The SET/INITIATE switch exercises the initiate function (KI) on the mounting

plate. The INITIATE MONITOR lights, between the thumbwheel switches and the

digital display, are used to monitor the position of the initiate relay.

Storage of the EPDS to prevent battery drain is with the initiate in the RESET

position.

The CON2 switch is used to place the DPCA in a normal flight mode or

a continuous scanning mode. Our experiment requires this switch to be set in

the PROG SCAN position. The key timing signals for operation will be provided

by the DPCA flight program. EPDS will scan the input data signals, store the

data in the 4K buffer memory, and transfer the data to MTM tape. Only during

the time that data are stored in memory can DDB display or print data signals.

In the ALL DATA print mode, the printer will print all data measure-

ments consecutively. However, the first data measurement listed will be sepa-

rated in time by many data scans from the last measurement listed. In the SEL

WORD print mode, the printer may be able to print the selected word on every

data scan if the number of words in a data scan is long. The printer's maxi-

mum operating speed is 3 lines/sec. The printer format is seven characters

wide. The four right-most characters are the data in either octal or decimal

format. The two left-most characters represent the number of the data mea-

surements. If the number of data measurements exceeds 99, the numbers will

cycle back to zero and continue to increment, and the user will have to infer

a leading-hundred digit. In an octal format, there will be a blank space

between the data and the word number. In a decimal format, a plus sign will

appear between the data and the word number to signify that the data are in a

decimal format.
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3.1.1.2 Computer Compatible Tape Interface Circuitry

The CCT interface portion of the DDB provides the means to perform

end-to-end testing during EPDS integration with an experiment. The CCT inter-

face is designed to transfer the data gathered by the flight recorder during

DPCA operation to a 1/2-in., 9-track, 800-bit/in. format, which can be used as

input to most large computer installations. After the data are resident in a

large computer, there are a number of options for processing and listing the

data in the format most meaningful to the user.

The circuit will fill each 8-bit character across the width of the

tape with eight successive 1-bit characters from the flight recorder. The

ninth track of the CCT recorder is normally used to record the internally-

generated parity bit for each character. To prevent possible ground-loop

problems, the data and clock are isolated from the MT controller through

optically-coupled isolators.

3.1.1.3 Power Distribution and Control Circuitry

The power distribution and control system permits the user to begin

EPDS operation and substitute ac line-operated power supplies in place of the

normal battery supplies. Complete metering is provided for the voltage and

current of both the 7.5- and 12-V system supplies. Provision is made to allow

the user access to the same supplies with independent current metering.

Current loops are also provided so the power supply current waveforms can be

observed on an oscilloscope.

3.1.2. Computer Compatible Tape Recorder

The CCT recorder is a Kennedy Model 9832 which consists of a Model

9800 synchronous tape transport with a built-in buffered formatter. The

recorder operating manual (Ref. 3) includes a complete description of the

interface requirements and lists of pin interface connections and command

controls. In Table 3-1 is a brief d, cription of each of the command controls

and indicators.
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Table 3-1. Kennedy Tape Recorder Controls and Indicators

Control Function

End of File Momentary pushbutton, generates end of the
Pushbutton and Indicator sequence tape rewinds, if commands are not

generated from customer interface.

On line Momentary pushbutton that causes alternate
Pushbutton and Indicator actions. First activation places the unit on

line, in which condition it can be remotely
selected and will be ready if tape is loaded to
or past the load point. Next activation takes
the unit off line. LED indicator is illuminated
when unit is on line. A short time lag between
closure and action is provided to guard against
accidental operation.

Load Momentary pushbutton, activates reel servos
Pushbutton and Indicator (tension tape) and starts load sequence. LED

indicator is illuminated when reel servos are
activated and tape is tensioned. Pushbutton Is
disabled when tape unit is on line.

Rewind Momentary pushbutton, activates rewind operation.
and Indicator Control is enabled when tape is tensioned and

unit is off line. LED indicator is illuminated
during either local or remote rewind. Pushbutton
is disabled when tape unit is on line.

Write Status Indicator Illuminated when tape unit is on line and write

status is selected.

Data In Memory Indicator Illuminated when there are data in memory that

have not been transferred to tape.

Write Enable Indicator Illuminated when a reel with a write enable ring

is mounted on the supply (file) hub.
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3.1.3 Magnetic Tape Memory Controller

The MTM controller (Figs. 3-2 and 3-3) contains portions of the MTN

recorder electronics and provides for manual control of the MTM. Power (*12 V

and 5 V) for operation of the MTM controller is provided by the DDB. The DDB
provides a switch for manual or DP@A operation of the M7m. The MTM tape can
be erased by using the controller and placing the DDB in a manual mode. The

function of each control is explained in Table 3-2.

Several peculiarities occur in the operation of the MTM in the EPDS.

It is not possible to fully erase the MTM tape automatically because of the

physical mounting of the record and erase heads in the MTM. To erase the

leading 12 to 15 in. of tape, the tape must be manually positioned 12 to 15

in. back from the beginning of tape (BOT) into the clear tape area and then

the erase mode must be activated.

In the reproduce mode (Ref. 4), the MTh controller provides data, a

coherent clock, and a data-present signal to the DDB for formatting to a

CCT. At the beginning of a data block, the data present level goes true

(high) prior to the first output clock so that it can be used to gate on

equipment to receive data. The ground recorder needs a logic zero bit before

it can synchronize. The detection of the end of a block is more difficult to

achieve. Since the data present status must remain true through tape

dropouts, it is delayed from going false approximately 8 msec following the

last valid data transition. During this period, noise causes triggering of

the data detection comparator and causes spurious clocks and data to appear at

the output. The software determines the end of valid data during decoding.

3.2 AEROSPACE GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM

The Aerospace GSE (Fig. 3-4) consists of a pulse command sequencer,

power supply, dummy loads, TRS 80 microcomputer, and a channel selector

probe. The command sequencer simulates the EPDS command pulses and timing

sequences to the signal conditioning unit (SCU) and is capable of speeding up

the normal timing sequences. Each of the dummy loads mimics a transducer

signal to the SCU. The channel selector probe is used to sample each of the

SCU outputs. By means of this GSE, each SCU can be checked out without tieing
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Table 3-2. Magnetic Tape Memory Controller:
Controls and Indicators

Control Function

REC Applies power to record electronics while
Switch and Indicator advancing tape.

REPRO Applies power to reproduce electronics while
Switch and Indicator advancing tape. If data are present, the DATA

PRESENT indicator will be illuminated.

F-REV Reverses tape direction while unit is in REPRO
Switch and Indicator mode. DATA PRESENT indicator will be illuminated

if there are data on the tape.

STOP Terminates any of the above commands.
Switch and Indicator

FWD Sets the recorder to operate in the forward
Switch and Indicator direction. Read track will be set to track 1,

record track will not be changed. A REC or REPRO
command is required to initiate tape motion.

PAST ENABLE Causes tape to move at high speed when operating
Switch and Ldicator in REC, REPRO, or F-REV modes.

ERASE ENABLE Permits erasure of tape in any mode.
Switch and Indicator

BIAS ENABLE Not functional.
Switch and Indicator Illuminates when recorder is up to speed and

ready to accept record data. Valid in REC mode
only.

READY Illuminates when recorder is up to speed and
Indicator ready to accept record data. Valid in REC mode

only.

BOT Illuminates when clear leader at beginning of
Indicator tape is sensed. Indicator will not light in STOP

mode.

EOT Illuminates when clear leader at end of tape is
Indicator sensed.

TRACK Designates whether recorder is in track I or 2.
Indicator Tracks 3 and 4 are not functional in this system.

ERROR Illuminates when internal real time detector

Indicator detects an error in the reproduce data.

DATA IN and Dp t OUT Ports Not used
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in to EPDS and its ground support equipment. The TRS 80 microcomputer is used

for decoding the Kennedy tape during the ground qualification tests.

3.2.1 Pulse Command Sequencer

The pulse command sequencer is located in a separate ground enclo-

sure (Fig. 3-5). Its one output plug connects to the SCU socket J2. The func-

tional block diagram for the pulse command circuitry is shown in Fig. 3-6.

The decision enable (DEC ENA) pulse to turn on the SJ is a resettable one-

shot, triggered either by the internal 10-Hz oscillator or by an external

pushbutton switch. The pulse is 30 msec wide, as is that of the EPDS, and

repeats every 3.5 (or 5) min. After the normal 20-sec SWU warmup, the se-

quencer receives the decision (DEC) pulse from the SCU. In the internal mode,

this pulse is fed back to the SCU as an enable (EBL) pulse. After a 5-sec

delay, a 30-msec decision disable (DEC DBL) pulse turns the SCU off. In the

external mode, no EBL pulse is sent. The SWJ is shut down either by the SCU

internal 40-sec timer, or by externally triggering the DEC DBL pulse.

3.2.2 Load Simulator

In Table 3-3 are listed the different transducers, the dummy load

substituted, and the data simulated. The data points are typical values that

would be obtained from the transducers during the mission. These dummy loads,

which are located in a separate ground support enclosure (Fig. 3-7), connect

to the SCU input ports as detailed in the wire lists for plugs P3, P4, P5, and

P6. A current of 160 mA to simulate a 1-sun reading from each solar cell must

be provided from an external current supply to each of the six solar cell in-

puts located on the dummy load box. The strain level from zero to 2000 micro-

strains is selected by a switch on the box. A dummy load that mimics this

level is applied to only one of the 20 strain gauge amplifiers. A separate

switch is used to indicate which amplifier is activated. Digital bits I to 10

from the Boeing experiment can be placed in either a high or a low state for

simulation tests. The EPDS/SCU switch provides the option of using either the

EPDS or the SCU for power.
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Table 3-3. SCU Loads Simulated

Transducer Dummy Load Data Simulated

Wide range thermistors 10 Kni 1% 250C

Composite thermistors 15 KQ 15*C

Low range thermistors 300 KII -59°C

High range thermistors 10 Kf? +52°C

Strain gauge 1 KR (*0.02% at 250C) 0 ustrain at 25°C
1 K0 shunted with 999 Kn 500 ustrain
1 V shunted with 499.5 Kn 1000 ustrain
1 Kil shunted with 333 Kn 1500 ustrain
1 KQ shunted with 249 KOi 2000 ustrain

Solar cell 160 mA One sun

Fiber optic digital + 5 V Logic high

Quartz crystal monitor + 5 V Logic high
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Fig. 3-8. Channel Selector Probe
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* 3.2.3 Channel Selector Probe

The S. outputs can be read with a channel selector probe (Fig. 3-8)

during each DEC ENA cycle of the pulse command sequencer. This probe has only

one connector plug and must be inserted in each one of the four output sockets

(7, J8, J9, or J10). Each connector pin pair (signal channel) must be read

out separately. A 24 position rotatory switch is used to dictate which of the

24 pairs is to be read. A separate toggle switch must be used to sample the

output from the twenty-fifth pair. The output from this probe is fed to a

digital voltmeter. The output from each pin and socket is then compared to

the output wire lists of 37, J8, J9, and J10.

3.2.4 Power Supply

The power supply shares and powers the same enclosure as the command

sequencer. The four meters across the top provide for measuring the *12-V

power supply voltages and currents. Oirrent loops are provided in series with

each supply to permit the monitoring of transient currents with an oscillo-

scope. Each supply is fused separately. When the BYPASS switch on the right

front panel is set to the internal position, this supply provides *12 V power

to the SCU. No EPDS GSE or external batteries are needed. In this mode, plug

J12 on the power supply connects directly to 31 on the SCU. If the EPDS GSE

is used with the SOU, the DDB provides the +12-V power and the Aerospace power

supply provides the -12-V power to the SWU. The DDB does not have a -12-V

source. In this mode, the BYPASS switch is set to the external or GSE posi-

tion, the GSE cable from P3 is routed to P751A on the supply, and a cable from

S751A with the needed -12 V for the SCU is connected to the EPDS plug 751,

which in turn routes power through a different cable to the SO) power input

plug P1. Connector J12 on the power supply is not used in this situation.
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4. TEST PLANS

Preflight tests of the signal conditioning unit (SCU) at the box

level and at the system level will be made to calibrate the units and to

verify the reliability of the instrument package for this LDEF flight. The

proposed test plan is outlined in Fig. 4-1.

Many of the proposed tests, i.e., the flight level system checkouts,

are repeated many times to verify a proper system operation. The vibration

flight acceptance test and the thermal-vacuum qualification test, however,

need be performed only once. The order and the number of repeated tests may

change, whereas the sequence of one-time system checkouts is not likely to

change.

The test plan progress is from the box level checkout of the flight

instrumentation to a full-up flight system test after installation on the

LDEF. System checkouts are proposed before and after each qualifying test,

each storage period, and each shipment to NASA facilities. NASA is

responsible only for the vibration flight acceptance test; Aerospace is

responsible for all other tests. The flight electronics tests will

incorporate simulated loads for the preliminary tests until the actual

transducers are mounted in the trays. In later electronics tests, the actual

flight transducer will be used in the trays.

4.1 BOX LEVEL TESTS, SIGNAL CONDITIONING UNIT

4.1.1 Checkout of SCU Electronic Functions

For these tests, the experimenter connects the Aerospace ground

support equipment (GSE) to the SCU as shown in Fig. 4-2. The dummy loads

described in Section 3.2.2 simulate signals from the transducers to the four

SCU input connectors P3, P4, P5, and P6. The pulse command sequencer and

power supply provide the necessary commands and power to connectors J2 and

P1. The power supply is operated with the BYPASS switch in the internal

position. The output signals from the SCU during each ON cycle are read by

inserting the channel selector probe into each output port (J7, J8, J9, and
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JIO) and manually switching the selector position to each of the connector pin

pairs that constitutes a signal channel. The digital voltmeters measure the

signal voltage across each of these pairs.

The minimum and maximum allowable electrical signals are listed in

Table 4-1 for the command signals, SCW regulators, and input power. A 1%

accuracy in the analog measurements is desired for this mission. Therefore,

the measured analog outputs in the checkouts should not deviate more than 1%

from those listed in the output wire lists. The measurement obtained from the

strain gauges must compensate for the thermal drift of each amplifier. Thermal

drift of each amplifier over the mission temperature range (-20 to 600C) will

be measured at this checkout stage.

4.1.2 Vibration Qualification Test

Vibration tests are performed to identify the response frequency of

the SCU and to demonstrate its structural integrity when exposed to a qualifi-

cation level test environment. The adverse environment tests have already

been performed on the experiment power and data system (EPDS). The SCW/ test

will be conducted while it is not activated.

The vibration test will follow a procedure similiar to that for the

LDEF experimental trays (Ref.5). The probable order of testing for each of

the three orthogonal axes is a sine survey, sine qualification, and random

qualification vibration. The sine survey is a low-level sweep from 5 to 2000

Hz at two octaves/min to permit the frequency responses to be identified. The

input excitation cannot exceed 0.5 g zero to peak. After the sine survey, the

sine qualification test is applied following the specifications of Table 4-2.

The last vibration test per axis is a qualification random vibration

with a power spectral density within *3 dB of the frequency shown in Fig. 4-3.

The attenuation below 10 Hz and above 1600 Hz should be greater than 24

dB/octave. The less demanding sine and raidom flight acceptance tests for

each axis will be completed later by NASA.
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Table 4-1. Signal Conditioning Electronic Control Unit

Actual
Requirement Measurements

Parameter Min Max at +250C

Input voltage (Pos) +12.0 V +15.0 V 13.5 V

Input voltage (Neg) -12.0 V -15.0 V 13.5 V

Positive input power 0 200 mA 170 mA
Standby 0 0.3 mA 0.3 mA

Negative input power 0 200 mA 130 mA
Standby 0 0 0

+5 VI regulator 4.95 V 5.05 V 5.005

+5 V II regulator 4.95 V 5.05 V 5.003

-5 V III regulator 4.90 V 5.10 V 5.055
DE V pul 15 Vsec 0 Vsec

DEC ENA pulse 15 msec 40 msec

DEC DBL pulse 15 msec 40 msec

Power up time
(+12 V and -12 V) 40 sec 80 sec

K1 relay ON

DEC level high 7.0 V 8.4 V 7.65 V

Delayed time 20 sec 30 sec 22 sec

DEC-DBL shut down
Time K2 relay ON 10 msec 30 msec

EBL level 4.5 V 8.5 V

EBL pulse delay 20 sec 30 sec 22 sec
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Table 4-2. Sine Qualification Testing Specification*

Input Amplitude Frequency Range (Hz) Sweep Rate

0.75-in.double amplitude 5-14 2 oct/min

*7.5 g 14-20 2 oct/mmn

*1.5 g 20-35 2 oct/min

*From Ref. 2.

4.2 FLIGHT SYSTEM LEVEL TESTS

The preliminary flight system checkouts on the ground will require

use of simulated loads for the transducers, external power and ground support

equipment for controlling the flight electronics (Figs. 4-4 and 4-5). After

assembly of the LDEF trays, the flight system will be checked out using the

actual flight transducers. powered by internal batteries, with the flight

electronics under EPDS control (Fig. 4-6).

Some tests of the flight system need be made only once, i.e., check

of EPDS general programming features. Other tests must be performed periodi-

cally regardless of the test schedule, i.e., the exercising of the magnetic

tape memory (MTM) every 6 months. A preliminary test of the EPDS programming

in the first flight system checkout verified that actual EPDS programming

matches exactly the programming format (Tables 2-1 and 2-2) we requested from

NASA. The Lockheed MTM must be exercised every 6 months to prevent the

magnetic tape from taking a set. This procedure entails advancing the tape in

the fast mode from 1,ginning to end of tape and then reversing direction,

stopping when the beginning of tape is reached.

4.2.1 Flight System Functional Test Procedure

The following procedures are to be followed for the flight system

functional test.

4.2.1.1 Component Interconnection

When using the GSE equipment for flight system tests, connect all

components as shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5 using the same simulated loads as in

the SCU box level tests. Battery power is optional. The actual connections

of the flight system as the experiment would fly are shown in Fig. 4-6.
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4.2.1.2 Standby Mode

A. Initialize Circuits. Initialize all circuits before turning GSE

power ON.

DDB

Control Power

* EPDS ac power OFF

o *12 V EPDS OFF

e 12 V Exper OFF

* Select EPDS power Ext. EPDS (no batteries used)

* (ONI HI

* CT LOW

e CXN2 PROG

* DPCh MANUAL (MTM control)

* OCTAL/DEC DEC

* ALL DATA/SEL WORD ALL DATA

SD GSE

Control Position

e ac power OFF

* BYPASS EXT
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B. GSE Power Turnon. After initializing, turn on the GSE power.

DDB

Control Position Results

e ac power ON Power Bulb ON

Reset LED ON

Printer ON

Random DPCA Data Word

-7.5 V on 7.5-V meter

* 12 V on 12-V meter

o -7.5 V EPDS ON - 580 uA of standby current

o -12 V EPDS ON - 300 PA of standby current
using current probe

e -7.5 V Exper ON

* -12 V Exper ON

o RESET printer momentary ON

SD GSE

a ac power ON Meter voltage * 13 V
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C. Position MTM Tape. While in the standby mode, reposition a clean

MTM tape to the start position with the MD4 controller before taking or

playing back any data.

* Set in Manual. The DDB DPCA/MANUAL switch must be in the MANUAL
position for the MTH controller to operate the tape.

* Rewind Tape. Depress F-REV switch and permit tape to run back to
BOT. The F-REV, REPRO, TRACK 1, and possibly DATA PRESENT LEDs will
be active while the tape rewinds.

0 Tape Advance. Press FWD and REPRO switches to advance the tape for

a period 2 mmn longer than the recording time needed. Push STOP
switch. The tape will have advanced on TRACK 1.

* Erase Tape. Set ERASE ENABLE switch to ON. Actuate F-REV switch to

erase the tape until the BOT, or stop when the starting point is
reached. Turn ERASE ENABLE off.

0 Advance to Start Position. Actuate FWD and REC switches to advance
tape for I min to ensure the tape is not in any worn area near the
BOT. Push the STOP switch.

0 Ready. An erased tape section is now ready for a data run. The run
time must be less than 2 min of the erase time.

4.2.1.3 Operating Modes

The flight system is now ready to operate. The sequences of the

three basic operating modes are:

A. Data Acquisition. Acquire data from experiments, store the

information on the MTM tape, and monitor data channels with the DDB.

* DPCA. The DDB DPCA/MANUAL switch must be in the DPCA position to
transfer data to MTM tape.

* INITIATE SET. Send an INITIATE SET command from the DDB, performed
by the shuttle at payload separation, to place EPDS in the pro-
grammed, repetitive, accelerated test mode, operating on GSE power.
After a wait of 3 min, the DPCA and SCU will power up and place data
on the MTh tape every scan. The printer will have time to print
only five sequential data channels each scan. Data channels can
also be read using the SEL WORD command and thumbwheels to select
the data channel to be printed. The READY, FWD, REC, and TRACK 1
LEDs on the MTM controller and the GSE ammeters should indicate
activity. When the data run is complete, place the system on
standby.
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* Standby. Reset the INITIATE switch to place system o, 'andby.

* Rewind MTM TAPE. Place the DPCA/MANUAL switch to MANUAL and rewind
the MTh tape until BOT. Run forward in REC mode 50 sec and STOP.

* Ready. An encoded tape section is now ready for transfer to a
computer compatible tape.

B. Data Transfer. Transfer the MTM tape contents onto a computer

compatible tape.

* Set in MANUAL. The DDB DPCA/MANUAL switch must be in the MANUAL
position during the data transfer.

0 Mount CCT. Mount on the Kennedy recorder a computer compatible tape
with a Write Enable ring.

* ON. Turn the Kennedy recorder power ON. WRITE ENABLE will light.

0 Rewind CCT to BOT.

- WRITE. Set READ/WRITE enable switch to WRITE.

* • LOAD Tape. LOAD will light.

* ON LINE. Place recorder ON LINE. WRITE STATUS will light.

SYSTEM READY FOR TRANSFER

0 Transfer. Press REPRO and FWD switches on MTM controller to start
transfer. DATA PRESENT on controller and DATA IN MEMORY on recorder
should indicate transfer activity. The recorder will transfer data
and stop the CCT only when data are present on the MTN tape. When
data transfer is completed, the recorder will stop stepping and the
DATA PRESENT LED will extinguish.

* STOP. When transfer is complete, stop the MTM tape from advancing
further by using the STOP command on the MTM controller.

* Rewind CCT to BOT.

C. Data Transcription. Computer transcription of the CCT.

* READ. Switch the READ/WRITE switch on the Kennedy recorder to READ.

* LOAD TAPE.
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* ON LINE. Place recorder ON LINE. DATA MEMORY will extinguish.

" Transcribe. The system is now ready to be transcribed by the TRS 80
microcomputer. Follow the instructions in Appendix B.

4.2.1.4 Flight Data

The retrieved flight tape will be transcribed by the same procedure

as that described in Section 4.2.1.3, except that a full-size computer will

replace the TRS 80 and process the data directly from the CCT.

4.2.2 Thermal-Vacuum Qualification Test

Each LDEF data recording network will be evaluated while the SCl is

exposed to three cycles of thermal-vacuum stress (Fig. 4-7). The cycle

consists of a ramp down from ambient to -20*C * 0 a ramp up to +60C
551
0 , and a ramp down to ambient. Functional tests during each cycle will be

made during the periodic stabilizations at -20, 0, +20, +40, and +60°C. The

ramp AV/AT must not exceed 100°F/hr. The EPDS package has passed a similar

thermal stress given test by NASA. The interconnection of the component and

test measurements are the same as for the flight system checkout (Section

4.2.1). Two cable adapter fixtures are needed for operating with our test

chamber. The only additional parameter to measure will be operating

temperature. Care must be taken to stay within the temperature range and rate

assigned.
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SYMBOLS

A Aerospace

A/D analog-to-digital

AFAL Air Force Avionics laboratory

AFAPL Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory

AFFDL Air Force Flight Dynamics laboratory

AFML Air Force Materials Laboratory

BOT beginning of tape

CCT computer compatible tape

CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor

CONi control line no. 1

DDB data display box

DEC decision pulse

DEC DBL decision disable pulse

DEC ENA decision enable pulse

DPCA data processor controller assembly

EBL enable pulse

EPDS equipment power and data system

GSE ground support equipment

HTT high-temperature thermistor

IRST initial reset

LDEF long Duration Exposure Facility

LTT low-temperature thermistor

MDAC McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co.

1 -
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MTM magnetic tape memory

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

QC4 quartz crystal monitor

RAM random access memory

SCPM solar cell package module

SCU signal conditioning unit

SD Space Division

WRT wide range thermistor

YSI Yellow Springs Instrument
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLES, TRANSDUCERS, AND TRAYS

Various locations within each tray are instrumented for temperature

monitoring, because there are not enough analog channels to permit the tem-

perature of each experimenter's sample to be monitored directly. In this

appendix, the locations of the transducers within the trays and the analog

channels that record their data are identified. 1his list permits rapid

identification of the data channel of the temperature monitoring point nearest

to a given sample.
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6 in. Tray, Leading Edge
TRAY 10

21 2"1 No. 5 N4TT* Vl

2 "-3" No. 13 WRT***

No. 1-No. 4 WRT*

No. 5 LTT*
.2"

No. 6 HTT 1"

No. 15 WRT
0

*No. 18 WRT No. 14 WRT*
No. 19 WRT 1" No. 6 LTT

NOTES:
Bottom surface of cover plate[ ** On sample
Mid-vertical surface of base

o All locations not noted have thermistor bonded to the bottom surface of the sample plate
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6 in. Tray, Trailing Edge

2" 2" I v
2"-No. 5 HTT

No. 1-Na. 4 WRT**

No. 13 WRT**24
______________________No. 5 HTT* 3,, 2

I2 I-- N.6 a Hl VI
IV

No. 15 WRT**
* No.18 W0

* No. 198WRT No. 16 WRT
* No.19 WT 4"No. 14 WRT**

No. 6 ITT
2. 1

NOTES:
Bottom surface of cover plate
On Sample
Mid-vertical surface of ba.

*All locations not noted have thermistor bonded to the bottom surface of the sample plate
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APPENDIX B

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR CHECKOUT OF LDEF DATA RECORDING SYSTEM

Prepared by

P. Schall and W. C. Burns
Materials Sciences Laboratory

The in-flight data collected for the LDEF Spacecraft Materials

Experiment will be processed and stored in the EPDS, purchased from NASA. For

these data to be retrieved, the tape record stored in EPDS must be transcribed

onto a CCT by means of NASA-furnished GSE. Portable equipment for reading out

the CCT record is needed to facilitate preflight checkout of the data record-

ing system; therefore, a Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer was interfaced with

the CCT recorder and a computer program was written to process the data. The

hardware and software developed for this program are described herein.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The in-flight data collection system for the Spacecraft Materials

Experiment to be flown in the Long Duration Exposure Facility, LDEF, is

comprised of various data sensors (thermistors, strain gauges, etc. ), a

Signal Conditioning Unit, SCU, and an Experiment Power and Data System.

Two such systems will be used; one on the leading edge and one on the

trailing edge segments of the experiment.

The EPDS has a capacity of processing and recording information

from 20 digital and 64 analog data channels. The system can be user

programmed to provide the desired timing for data collection and the binary

word length to be used in the A to D conversion of the analog data. The

selected word length is also applied to the formatting of the Synch code and

time signal which procedes each scan of the data cnannels. The following

description applies tc. the specific user programming of the EPDS units for

this experiment. The Synch code, comprised of 24 bits of code, plus 6

filler bits is treated as three 10-bit words. The Synch code identifies the

onset of a data scan, the specific experiment and the location of the data

system (leading or trailing edge).. This is followed by a 24-bit binary time

code plus 6 filler bits formatted as three 10-bit words. Lie data follows in

sequence as two 10-bit words corresponding to the 20 parallel digital data

channels and 64 words of digitized analog data. Each scan therefore consists

of 72 words. Data is collected in a burst of 5 consecutive scans totaling

3600 bits which are stored in a 4 K buffer memory. At the conclusion of a

5 scan burst the buffer memory is dumped to a Lockheed Mark V Type 4200

single-track tape recorder. A total of 32 buffer dumps, equally spaced in

time over a total time slightly longer than one orbital period, and are

recorded at approximately 4 day intervals during the flight. The flight re-

corder track consists of blocks of 3600 bits of real information interspersed

with noise bits recorded when the tape comes up to speed before each buffer

dump and filler bits corresponding to the buffer memory capacity less 3600.

Information is retrieved from the EPDS recorder by transcribing,

using Ground Support Equipment, GSE, to a Kennedy Model 9800 Computer
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Compatible Tape (CCT) recorder. The CCT stores the information as
8-bit characters that bear no fixed phase relationship to the original 10-
bit data words. The CCT record must be searched for the Synch code and

the time and data words must be reconstructed and converted to useful
form. The actual flight tapes will be processed on a large computer to
analyze and massage the data and present results in appropriate formats.
However, during the preflight phase of the experiment there is a need for
portable hardw re that can be used to check out system performance at
Aerospace during assembly, at LaRC before and after flight acceptance
tests, and at KSC during prelaunch testing. This report describes the
hardware and software assembled to fill this requirement.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

A TRS-80 Model I, Level II microcomputer was interfaced with the
CCT recorder via a S100 bus. The interface wiring diagram is shown in

Figure 1. Communication between the TRS-80 and the CCT requires only
a rather straight forward handshake procedure. The read data available,
RDA, line from the CCT, when in the true state, indicates that data is

* available in the CCT buffer memory. The state of RDA is ascertained by
latching the state into the S100 bus by a software pulse from the TRS-80 out
of Port 2 and examining the input from Port I (RDA true = Port 1 level
of 253). A CCT character is made available for extraction by sending a
readout one character, ROOC, pulse to the CCT. The character may be

latched at the S100 bus using either a software strobe or the read data strobe,

RDS, pulse generated by the CCT following receipt of an ROOC pulse. The
circuit shown in Figure 1 has provisions for both methods of strobing but
the RDS is actually used for normal operation. However, the software

strobe line is used at the start of the readout to initialize the line in a high
state since the RDS is a downward going pulse. The CCT 8-bit characters
are latched at Port 0 of the S1O0 from which they are retrieved by the

TRS-80 for processing.

Initial attempts at operating the system resulted in loss of either the
first or last character from each CCT buffer (512-character) load depending
on the specific handshake sequence used. After expenditure of considerable

effort the source of the problem was finally identified, with the assistance of
Kennedy Service Personnel. The ROOC pulse, as produced by the TRS-80,
was about 3 msec long. During a change of CCT buffer loads the RDA changes
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from true to false and back to true. Due to peculiarities of the CCT circuit,

if RDA pulse occurs during an ROOC pulse the buffer pointer is indexed one

extra position resulitng in loss of a character. The problem was solved by

shortening the ROOC pulse with an monostable multivibrator circuit installed

in the line between the S100 bus and the CCT. This reduced the ROOC pulse

length to - 1 sec and prevented overlap with the RDA pulse. Other compo-

nents in the ROOC line, shown in Figure 1, increase the available current

drain on the line. Without these components the available current was margi-

nal in meeting the CCT operation requirements.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

Computer programs to read the CCT tape were written in Radio Shack

Level II basic. The initial program contained many diagnostic features to

aid in debugging and inspection of intermediate results. This program was
called "LDEF Conversion", LC. Later a faster running version called "LDEF

Tape Read", LTR, was written to take advantage of the fact the EPDS buffer

filler bits were generally all 11111 and the noise bits recorded during EPDS tape
startup were generally all"O". Since this garbage comprised about one-half
of the information on the tape processing time could be reduced by about 50%0
by not searching through it for the Synch code. Instead the garbage was re-

jected quickly on the basis of its own characteristics. Also the diagnostic

features contained in LC were deleted in LTR.

In the following paragraphs the final program, LTR, will be described

first. Then the additional features available in LC will be discussed.

General Approach

The LTR program sequentially searches for the Synch code, locates
the time code and converts to days, hours, minutes and seconds, reconstructs
the 10-bit data words and converts these words, which are data 'tization

numbers to appropriate data values for each data channel. The y:. is
repeated until all data blocks on the CCT are processed or until terminated

manually. In the present version quantitization numbers for analog data *

channels are converted to the original signal voltages. Conversion to the
basic data such as temperature, strain, etc. could be provided by addition

of appropriate subroutines if desired. However the present format is con-
sidered adequate for preflight experiment checkout. The additional capa-

bilities for massaging the data will be incorporated into programs for analysis
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of the actual flight data.

The LTR program functions by constructing a string variable from

the CCT 8-bit characters. This string is maintained at a minimum length

of 40-bits during Synch code search and processing of the time code, and a

minimum of li-bits during processing of data words. This is implemented

by discarding bits from the left end that have been processed and adding CCT

characters to che right end. The initial string is constructed of the first 5

characters of the CCT record. This string is searched to determine whether
it contains the Synch code. If not the string is regenerated by calling addi-

tional CCT characters and re-examined until the Synch code is. found. At

this point the Synch code and trailing 6 filler bits are discarded and the time

code is identified and converted. Then the data channels are processed and

search for the next Synch code is resumed.

Computer output to both a line printer and CRT is provided and connec-

tion to both are required for the program to run. The hard copy format is

(1) time at which data set was recorded and cumulative number of 8-bit bytes

retrieved from the CCT at that time and (2) tabulation of data channel numbers
and corresponding data values. Data channel numbers are 7 through 72 in-

clusive; numbers I through 6 having been assigned to the 6 words containing
the Synch and time codes. The cumulative count printed after each time

output serves as a benchmark to check that no CCT bytes have been missed
in each sequence of 5 data scans. The byte count should increment by 90
(90 x 8 = 720 bits = 72 ten bit words) between consecutive data scans in the
sequence. In addition, "BUFFER CHANGE TOTAL BYTES = XXX" is

printed at each point at which the software byte counter indicates that a CCT
buffer reload should have occurred. Visual confirmation that this printout

coincides with an actual buffer reload (tape movement) provides additional

evidence that all bytes have indeed been retrieved. As mentioned earlier,
the program can be run in a time only mode. in which case the data channel
signal values are not processed or printed out.

Outputs to the CRT are as follows: Prompts for location (leading or

trailing edge) and time only mode are displayed. Once the program is running
and in the Synch code search mode the current string variable being examined
and the cumulative total bytes retrieved from the CCT are displayed. This

serves no useful purpose other than a visual Indication that the program is

running. At each point that a Synch code is located "FOUND" will be dis-
played and START point = XX and END point a YY, indicating the location
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of the Synch code within the current string. This will be followed shortly

by printer output of time and data. Thus a combination of CRT and printer

activity provide indication of the operation currently being performed by

the computer.

In the event that the .RDA is false at the time of interogation the

message "RDA FALSE INP (1) = XXX" will be displayed on the CRT and the

program will stop running. The probability of this occurrence is remote
and would most likely indicate an electronic malfunction. Although it has

never occurred as of this writing. RDA could conceivably have been momen-

tarily false at the time of interogation and shortly returned to the true state,

due to a temporary delay in reloading of the CCT buffer. To check for this
possibility enter, from the keyboard, "OUT 2, 0: OUT 2, 1: PRINT INP
(1)". If the response is 253 RDA has returned to the "TRUE" state and the

program can be resumed by entering "CONT".

Detailed Program Description

A listing of the string and numeric variables used, in the order of their

first appearance in the program is given in Table 1. The program listing

is given in Table 2.

Program steps 10 through 100 initialize the operation by prompting

for the location (leading or trailing edge) of the EPDS and mode of operation
(time only or full output) and selecting the appropriate Synch code (SC)
and conversion constants (HI, H2, Ll and L2) for converting quantitization

numbers to analog signal voltages. This is followed by initializing the

counters to count the location of the current CCT byte in the buffer (CC) and
the total byte count (TB), setting the two strobe lines high (Step 92) and
identifying the characteristics of the filler bits in the EPDS buffer memory

(CK$) and finally, setting up the initial 40-bit string variable S$ from the
first 5 bytes of the CCT buffer.

Steps 110-114 maintain a minimum string variable length of 40 bits

during Synch code search and display the current string being searched on

the CRT. Step 120 determines whether the current string is composed of
noise or buffer filler bits and, if so, bypasses the search for the Synch

code. Steps 125 to 160 implement the search for the Synch code in the

current string and generate a new string if the SyncA code is not found.
Steps 170-192 output to the CRT that the Synch code has been found, discard

the Synch code from the current string and generate a new string of appropri-
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TABLE 1. STRING AND NUMERIC VARIABLES

L$ = Location of EPDS.

T$ = Designator for Time only mode.

SC$ = Synch Code.

HIH2 = Conversion constants for high level analog channels.

Li, L2 = Conversion constants for low level analog channels.

CC = CCT buffer byte count.

TB = Total byte counts.

CK$ - String characteristics of 3 CCT filler bytes.

S$ - Dynamic string for Synch code search and extraction

of time and data.

NB = Number of bytes to be retrieved from CCT during next

branch to subroutine 1400.

Y$ =Left 24 bits of S$, used to test for presence of noise or

filler bits.

1% = Loop counter.

SP%, EP% = Starting and ending location of Synch Code in S$.

T$ = 24 bit time code.

CH$ = 10 bit data string.

V Decimal data channel word.

3% = Loop counter.

TI#, C#, X#, Z#, Y# - Double precision variables used to convert 24

bit time code to real time.

D, H,M, S =Days, hours, min, sec of real time.

ON = Decimal number corresponding to 8-bit CCT byte.

0% = Loop counter.

X, X$, A$= Used in regenerating S$
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TABLE 2. LDEF TAPE RERl)
4PW LISTIr

18 OM SW:tLS
20 PRWt TWUMILDEF TWE FfI)' AIN TiE(M~''lT XT W,1 LUE PINTEP XV:P

38 DFWf'LEEMG OR TRR? L~IN Of L (P T)'10$
48 I*'dVIF VW IT TO PRINT TIPE KLY DO V5; IN
55 0-I4=011NU69iUW
60 IF L1WT DTOss
65 IF LVOL'DE TOt45%:& 4E-:- i8W -4.0,7- RJ4. 991V4
35E-3148. 1:24.5%7-3

75 LFMWTQLDEF TFF REV
93 LPRINT":lF LS-'U DOE PRINT'LENDJOB E' EA~ LPPIN'T~iLM EM~'
99 IF TP$'-5 To ALmmiNt'T MW LO.1

110 &GE(505I &)0 ME 128
Wl P(8)/NII()R.IF R)@ DHEN Vi

114 ONEI 1:WDIISL
12 W kH5(SS,24):IF WL(W$)= ORC WO1 TO8 0:GM M
125 FLWIM- 70L"i5)

£IN IF T4W5$, IL 24) THEN f78
140 IDT:IZ4

SO8 "$)-16:S$IGT$I:NL1, TA 129
178 5P2IX:Er f+2-PINT'R1I), 'STIR POINT:;S 9 EM OJNT*;Er,
198~~ 9 1416

192 IF LEM(S$X# M1 fV4:6O 1496
2.9 T$K.EFS6S,24):GOM 86
239 Is$SAC)J4WB16
250 FMIZ-7 TD72
M6 IF UENS$IX- 0 W 9 GM)9 149
2780I17($ 38 S4I{$ 50N($-i8)
280 F MOS 70328sfig E±A IN
316 t-4)i:LPRIT' fft-';V

320 IF IZ07 DO 360
32 Uf!INT'W-7--'; 00:Wf
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38t IFIZ1 TO 7 4N,

W1 [PRNTOftI-MI-'Y
428 NED7:TO 119

86 FOR 3%-- TO 24

839 TI$4IL'T$J$ Z-

889 2#=l#.-D)*24:R-JNT(Zt)

988 3(- :SN Z
938 AR Di OS '-, 90 "l 'fl?4' '-9C LPJNT 1*E()"M1~ W790~; TB
95W IF WS'-ES5 70l 1NS E EM
188 1&78 M 14e@: GTO 118
i486 FR JM-11D NB

* ~~~~1418 WU 2A.W 2UT1:1F INIP(VC)2 TO9 PRITW FWl.T'IIP(i)',IWD1):5Tt

143B 1WR.1

1450 IF CC-512 TON 1488

1480 [PRINT TRB(4o'BfFR OfWI, IMlJ M~e5; B
1499 Ct-i iE1I

1518 FiR24T$ 1D .(E$

1638 X (t)-IN(d2)s 5R
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ate length. Steps 210 and 230 extract the time code and generate the
appropriate string for the start of retrieval of data words. Steps 250-420
extract the 10-bit data quantitization numbers and convert to signal values

for channels 7 through 72.

The following subroutines support the program steps described
above. Subroutine 800 (Steps 800-1000) converts the time code to real
time and outputs to the printer. When operating the program in the time
only made this subroutine controls the rapid retrieval and discard of the

data words.

Subroutine 1400 (steps 1400-1490) provides the handshake with the
CCT, maintains the buffer byte and total byte count and latches bytes at the
S1O0 bus. Since the TRS-80 internally converts the binary bytes to decimal
numbers these must be reconverted to the binary form for the string opera-
tions used in the main program. Except when data bytes are to be discarded
(time only mode) subroutine 1400 calls upon subroutine 1600 (steps 1600-1660)

o4 for the decimal to binary conversion and addition of the binary byte to the right

end of the working string, S$. It should be noted that the CCT record is the
complement of the EPDS record, hence the second operation in step 1600 to
generate the correct byte format.

Subroutine 1500 performs the binary to-decimal conversion for the

10-bit data words, (quantitization numbers) which are returned to the main
program as the variable V. The V values are converted to the original
analog signals (voltages) for the low level channels (9 through 15) in step
390 and for the high level channels (16 through 72) in step 400. Channel 7
is a 10-bit binary word and does not require binary to decimal conversion
(step 350). Channel 8 is a special case. This channel is the data from the

0CM monitor. The experimenter provided his own A to D converter that
produces 12 bit words. Since the EPDS were hard wired for 10-bit words,
only the 10 highest order bits of the 0CM data are recorded. The decimal
value of the 12-bit word is estimated by assuming that the two lowest order
bits were 01. This is performed by the first operation in Step 300. Inability

to record the entire 12-bits results in an uncertainty of +1, -2 Hz in the
QCM frequency data. This is the equivalent of less than a monolayer of
contaminant.

LC Program Description

The additional features of the LC program include: (a) provisions for
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internal generation of simulated CCT bytes to permit program checkout

without the presence of a CCT, (b) Option of operating without a line printer,

in which case all outputs are displayed on the CRT and (c) provides a

listing and description of key variables and subroutines on request. The

program contains prompting for inputs to identify the options selected.

When operated in the internal data generation mode the program
*provides a program check option which. if selected, provides intermediate

tesults that can be used to diagnose the source of any problem in running

the program. The internally generated data consists of the equivalent of

one data scan including Synch and time codes. It has provisions for inserting

any number of leading bits, up to 190, ahead of the Synch code.

The LC program listing is shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. LDEF CONVERSION
-PROW1 LISTI&-

20 PRINT 7FE(20)L*EF IAWESIW:PRklr"
22 JtffmO OfJ IW. TO SEE DE5MPTKON OF 0V WJILV5 S1R1M W RWJM
& IF 5D 0 N5E; 91'
24 IF W'E5' ME CZS:MOt 288

40 IffriTDOT 1*'JT IS (Cr CW IN'; J$
45 IF DI$-'IN* DEN W*'FO DEM IF 50 DE WPM;T
58 M LNE IM(0 FFP$
L92O IFIIT'! ARTW~ TO PRINT TRE (PV ENTE i'5l;lPS
55 scs='Inhwooum'

65 IF DIW=CI IEN OUT &1:0 2,ii:M
*~~7 IF DIW' TO DENW OTMI F MIND OMT ((iM)'4-B

88 BP-MIN6$(LB& V8):7$SMNGP$(24, ''):CSRIIE6, 78)

iffk3($):IFJD4DENI2

1B2 IF RA M lWt8.

:U4 PINT St
UtS IF PC$--" TO PRINT OWDIE S'5

0 IF 34ID5St b24) TO 0
148 EXT 14
i59 IF 14 HE NK:2:89 DO
155 R4NSS)-16
16s Sw4101$(S$,R):PRINTS,Bl9. aJT 2
V 17:9 l~FtN'~W SIRT PDjWff:"S, B@ P0liff; E

IN IF LOOK5$X DN NX:GW OF8
IX IF PC$' WE PRINTS'STI 'IW; Sl
209 PRINTIFLWN I SIM p iwz'lBKS
2i. TkOXT$WO24
212 FRWTW, 4;7

2IF K$C$tS* DE INT*TIE COI; TV -900W 24 56'M -10 .
SE 25
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240 OiL~$~PITL~~T F MING 240=*;F
25@ FOP I-_7 TO072
260 IF LEN(St$X218 TEO Ws-52M09 SA'

2% IF' 10F; ME M-8

30@ V=(4*YV.1:GW9 58

MC. 1F 10? 70E 360
330 IF F1="O' TON 3N8
348 FP!KrrVML-:,$
35@ PIPJ~-:jj J
360 ME9 INe
370 IF, L$=L' TOE fA 8-4. 44E-3:LI -4. 1891N2. )dE-3 .W i

388 It 1)15 TIN 4%0
A~ - 4kt2)-L±:GTO~ie.

438 IF DIS-'WTO liE11
440 flRINI' FRIMT'M OF IN1E&L MBMhU WIC~:EE)
W,0 IF F$=*&('7 5IN28

510 PRIf?NT L' 1; '- ; V: EM

88 FMP j--f T 24
82 T,3416(11)

8% TF$M$M24Q):JW
80 W. 61#24*360

918 IF pskm'il mI 938
92. PRIHfTlE=; D; Tin5';H Fu1,' I, ', . 'S'601 94

T90PITS PrTJ(roLVB;



I14 1 F-"-E' TlE FRIP1TIU 9Jt1D BE 3n. rj~ ril F7 7J(.

iff FOR N41 TO 7S

1029 CXT

1.0. F DI$ICXTI T10.10(
.318 FOR J--1 TO NB

130 IF LEOX=4 ME 8$*4C$

U2~ R5FfT$(B$ .~~(?P L.EN(s4.&:

1418 OW i688
1420 5%5$REX. N1~

1518 FOR 3-I TO 19
1528 ~IDT$(mW P:m DA (E

1540 O$O1-:fL1

16M4Wr 2. 00 Z l.IF WD(0C223) 70 RINT'W4 F8X,'IWDi'It()STF

168~W(O , *25"1 TDTD~

162 FOR &=1 TO 8

1649 WIDOW,(X$ 1):P#4ff
1650 INT(W2

160 FC-512 1REM 8

1i?5 LFRINT TW 'RM DBW;' TOR 8YT1T
1718 CM:flfl
2M8 PRINT 7FB(29)STRICS FO WIMfS5:NIMT"
281 PRIN TMO ON LUff LEMIJE Wd TARIM H
202 PWI$OM~~T 1WU 06E MT Wd IMTEU
203 PRIIT-CE PRIiG OfW P"£F
29N LBM%04W OF LR~ING BITS MtR OF AVl CMEW
2005 PRINTOMi CF XCT VMS TO 1EIWT
M05 FRINO~t W

2%*8 PRIK 'BIWIiY GDIWWH STRI SISM MYE FWJ CM
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287 PRINTW IME B FO f W Cr
2088 RINMACTMV SIRIM3 F W~ JVA TIME W W
20% FRINTtIMM1 LF ACTIW STR9I':WINTI SEE RlE IS ONT OW,":TF
2±88 (ES:PRIM'$4D1 TIME tMM
2±10 PRINT'O64D OME NW FR LA" 0UEL
213 PRIIIT3WM BUE &OM 51811.'

2140 MINTm'-RT Wt LIE PRflOR NWW

2M7 FRW*T.1-CtWERTM M0BTfW TO &,&NZC
208 FP1N'iIW MI CRTON XAC) 1181V' I
2178 Ftf RW T'TD EOE M 70B WM'
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation to conducting

experimental and theoretical investigations necessary for the *valuation and
application of scientific advances to now military concepts and systems. Ver-
satility and flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory
personnel in dealing with the many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly
developing space andf missile systems. Expertise in the latest scientific devel-
opments is vital to the accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The
laboratories that contribute to this research are:

e hmice Laborator. Launch and reentry aerodynamics, host trans-
for. r WAms ria kinetics. structural mechanics, flight dynamics.
atmospheric pollution, and high-power gas lasers.

Chiefistry ad Physics La borator: Atmospheric reactions and atmos.
q ~~pheric optcs ceica eactos i. polted atmospheres, chemical reactions

of excited species in rocket plumes. chemical thermodynamics, plasma and
lamer-induced reactions, lamer chemistry. propulsion chemistry, space vacuum
and radiation effects on materials, lubrication and surface phenomena. photo-
sensitive materials and sensors, high precision laser ranging, and the appli-
cation of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforcement and biomedicine.

Electronics Researh LaoratI Electromagnetic theory, devices. and
prop&gto phnmn. ic log plam electromagnetics: quantum electronics.
lasers, and electro-optice; commnunication sciences, applied electronics, semi-
conducting, superconducting, and crystal device physics, optical and acoustical
imaging; atmospheric pollution; millimeter wave and far-Infrarled technology.

aterials Scecslboatorf: Development of new material.; metal
matrx cmpoite an ne fome oM carbon: test and evaluation of graphite

and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materials and electronic components in
nuclear weapons environment. application of fracture mechanics to stresls cor-
rosion and fatigue-induced fractures in structural metals.

Spae Sienes aboat*~ Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radia-
tion frommthe atmos-iphrdensity and composition of the atmophere, aUrMo
and airglow; magnstoepheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation
of plasma waves in the magneosphere; solar physics, studies of solar magnetic
fields; space astronomy, x-ray astronomy; the effset* of nuclear explosions.
magnetic storms, and molar activity on the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere. and
magnetosphere; the effects of optical, electromagnetic, and particulate radia-
tions in space on space systems.

THlE AEROSPACE CORPORATION
El Segundo, California
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